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The road to the local municipal pool winds down through the bush. As it comes into view, a 
quick glance tells you all you need to know; whether you’ll have a lane to yourself and who 
else is there, distinctive in their bodies, their bathers, and their swimming style. Today, it is 
furnished with familiars: Mr Splashy, the duck-diver, the lane-walkers, the superfast woman, 
the breaststroke swim-chatters, the swimmer whose hand enters the water just the way 
your friend’s does. All this is taken in so quickly as you wheel past the perimeter, watch for 
pedestrians, bush-wallabies and snakes, and change down through the gears. Another glance: 
what’s the water doing? It is ruffled, but all reflections, alive and waiting, promising a feeling-
to-come through swimming there. 
As Edward S. Casey so deftly illuminates, attention to the character and scope of this 
smallest, most fleeting of bodily movements-the glance-takes us to the heart of our 
relationships with our ‘place-worlds’: ‘with the glance we first move into the midst of things: 
which is to say, into being-with-one-another as well as with animals and plants and places 
of the circumambient world’.1 What are outdoor municipal pools if not singularly distinctive 
places that  actively solicit glancing encounters with the ‘circumambient world’, encounters 
that amplify affective attunement and that may effloresce as love? Such love is manifest in the 
campaigns to save pools from closure, to claim community ownership, and to story them, and 
it is nourished by the salutogenic effects of swimming outdoors, how pools work as community 
hubs and social infrastructure, and the press of their cultural and historical resonance.2 
However, if we immerse ourselves in the glances of swimming ‘placelings’3 -here, they are my 
own and those of others who swim at our local pool-we may glimpse the stirring of other 
modes of love.4
For Casey, the glance is more than a quick look; it ‘loops back onto the subject who 
emitted it’.5 It goes out and comes back in, swiftly but deeply, bringing back whole situations, 
connections between and to surfaces, and their beyond.6 The glance is more than looking; it 
involves the body as a whole and the parts are entwined in the action of  ‘skimming a sensuous 
surface’.7 Each swimmer’s body has a singular history, physiology, swimming style, degrees of 
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curiosity, orientation, or not, to the visual, and modes of sensory entanglement. In outdoor 
pools, bodies are skimmed by wind, the squark of a cockatoo, the passage of a cloud, the sun’s 
angle, a kick that fleetingly reflects light, the movement of bubbles across the skin, the quick 
gasp of chlorine on the in-breath. There’s a subtle sociality too in glancing-swimming that 
extends the reach of everyday social intercourse. As swimmers share the lanes, they have to, 
as Greg notices, ‘silently accommodate one another; it’s a negotiation that happens, almost 
always, in silence’. They must glance and adjust, glance and weave around, glance and shuffle 
to the side, glance and pause. We entrust ourselves to the glances of others, and more: ‘By their 
merely glancing at me, others otherwise unknown to me offer a garland of recognition’.8 Here, 
the garlands also may come from magpies, plovers, ducks and blue wrens.
We are not rooted in place. To use Tim Ingold’s phrase: ‘light, sound and feeling tear at our 
moorings’.9  Some swimmers look for lanes and angles that maximise light, shadow, avoiding 
or finding the sun’s heat, the glance over the edge to bush. Sam revels in ‘that experience of 
moving through the water and moving through light. I tend to choose parts that are lit because 
I just love that sense of coming across a patch of light’. We are not left untouched by these 
encounters. Swimmers seek out or come across patches, arcs and rays of light, and they are lit 
with feeling. In the breathing, moving through water, things rise and fall away. As people swim 
through love or grief, loneliness or desire, they do not just release endorphins; they are held by 
the water and pushed out to the world as they draw back in-breath, glance, breath-glance, 
breath, glance, and the solace of others making their proximal way.
As bodies glance, they notice, and they open themselves to surprise. They become present 
out in the ‘weather-world’10 and underwater too. For Geoff, ‘it’s what’s going on under the 
water, you know. You notice a hair, a stray hair, or you notice a hair clip. Or you notice leaves, 
and the shapes of leaves and how big some of them are. I don’t mean which tree they come off.’ 
He is transported to an elsewhere in self, and world, and always with the holding water. When 
we swim at a familiar pool, it may seem we return to re-experience the familiar but nothing 
stays the same; each place-world is ‘unique upon each experience of it’11 and the glance 
has a special part to play in this: ‘Surprise is the emotional response to the discovery of the 
unexpected, and it is often the result of glancing’.12  As I swim I catch sight of my favourite 
gum tree, and I discover it in a fluster of involvement with the day’s breeze, a magpie family, a 
peculiar light. Glancing, I am lifted up into their encounters of light, leaves, feathers and beaks, 
rustle and sway. In the comfort of swimming the familiar-I am here, again-but enlivened by 
moments of surprise glanced in the surrounds, and inside too, the place-world settles in my 
body.
Outdoor municipal pools may look like sites, or ‘infrastructure’, but they are the richest of 
place-worlds. The ecological intimacy they offer lifts glancing-swimmers into the world, and 
they return with the world anew. As they are tangled up in the movement of clouds, weather 
and birds, hearken to the water moving past their ears, catch a shout, glimpse the movements 
of other bodies, flit their eyes over wet concrete, or the honey-eater on the bottle brush, they 
swim ‘outside the box’. And they love it.
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